Kudos Beauty Clinic – Products
TANNING

Original Self Tanning Lotion (170ml)

£26.95

The Cult Hero Tan of the Decade!

Fake Bake Original Self-Tan Lotion’s easy glide formula and ‘show where it goes’
cosmetic colour guide enables you to apply your self-tan with ease and
confidence.
A combination of cutting edge naturally derived tanning agents DHA and
Erythulose work with the melanin cells which lie in the top layers of your skin to
develop into a tan that compliments your skin tones for a perfectly natural looking
result. If you desire a darker tan, Fake Bake Original Self-Tan Lotion can be
reapplied over consecutive days.
New York Times ' Best Self Tanner'
Love It! 'Best Tan Award'
Woman Magazine ' Best Self Tanning Product'

HARPERS BAZAAR – “ A must have beauty product for this summer – James
Read”The Independent – “One of the most foolproof brands of self tan on the market”

60 Minutes Self Tan Liquid (236ml)
The longest lasting, most natural looking, ultimate fake tan just got even
FASTER!
A revolutionary, express, self tan liquid which develops into a beautiful, natural
looking tan in 60 minutes. Easy to apply with our “shows where it goes” colour
guide, the tanning agents - dihydroxyacetone and erythulose are activated upon
contact with the skin. Accelerators speed up the development time and a golden
glow can be achieved in an hour. To achieve an even darker tan, there’s no need
to re-apply, simply leave 60 Minutes on longer then rinse off the colour guide to
reveal the tan. We do not recommend leaving on any longer than three hours.
This light weight, fast drying formula is non-sticky and does not clog the pores.

£24.95

Airbrush Instant Self Tan (210 ml)
Fake Bake Airbrush Instant Self-Tan is the easiest way to achieve a tan. The
‘shows where it goes’ cosmetic colour guide assists you to apply a flawless tan
and gives your skin an instant golden tan without blocking pores. The fast drying
formula (dries in seconds) will develop in just a few hours into a perfect natural
looking tan. The refined 360 nozzle gives a continuous spray that works at any
angle, ideal for those hard to reach places.

£27.95

NOW Magazine - "10/10! I'm thrilled with this. It goes on easily, the results are flawless

and last for ten days"
GMTV This Morning - 'Best Instant Self Tan'
NOW Magazine - 'Best at Home Spray Tan'

HARPERS BAZAAR - “We love a good spray tan - even, quick, mess-free and offering
great colour”.
MORE Magazine – “ Tested 5/5 Best spray tan”
FABULOUS ( James Read, The Tantalist) - "I love Fake Bake Airbrush but its fast
and easy to apply . Its perfect for those hard to reach areas because of the fine mist
application so you can use it at any angle"

Flawless Self Tan Liquid (170ml)
Our professional strength spray tan solution with a delicious black coconut
fragrance to transport your senses to an exotic island beach......
Flawless is aptly named. It promises to deliver a flawless, beautiful, golden tan.
Spray a fine mist of Flawless over freshly exfoliated skin then perfect your tan
with our professional mitt which is included. The dual function cosmetic bronzer
gives an instant, golden tan then goes on to develop into a long lasting, sunless
glow. Fast drying, fast absorbing Flawless is transfer resistant, so can be worn
throughout the day and it is formulated with Fake Bakes’ signature triple tanning
agents (DHA boosted by DMI & Erythulose) for an intense tan that lasts and lasts.
New to our range in 2010 and quickly established itself as a firm favourite
amongst fans.
Suitable for all skin tones and skin types. Beautifully fragranced with a tropical
scent.

£22.95

GLAMOUR Magazine – “A tan for all seasons”
PURE BEAUTY AWARDS 2011 - "Best Artificial Tan - Silver Award"

Self Tanning Mousse (118ml) £22.50
Mousse Self Tan contains a transfer resistant colour guide so it can be applied to
give you an instant tan that won't wear off on your clothes whist the three tanning
agents work to develop a long, lasting, perfectly natural sunless tan. Ideal for
topping up your sunless tan, great for arms and legs and those days when you
want to tan and get out the door.
Includes reusable gloves and step-by-step application advice
Daily Mail – “Easy to apply and leaves you with a lovely honey tan”
WOMANS OWN – “ ..as well as leaving a colour streak free and long lasting”

£22.50

Extreme Tanning Gel (148ml)
Fake Bake Xtreme Darkest Self-Tanning Gel is perfect for confident, experienced
self-tanners who want an extreme, dark tan. Contains an intense cosmetic colour
guide and higher concentrations of the naturally derived tanning agents DHA and
Erythulose. The easy glide gel formula dries in seconds.
Includes reusable gloves and step-by-step application advice

£26.95

The Notebook Magazine - 'Your accomplice in making you look truly baked and yet not

fake'

Fair Self Tanning Lotion (170ml)
"Fair" Self-Tan Lotion has been specially formulated for those with fair
complexions or those who want to gradually tan.
The subtle cosmetic colour guide enables even the most inexperienced selftanner to apply a self-tan with ease and confidence. A combination of cutting
edge, naturally derived tanning agents work with your skin tone to develop into a
perfectly natural looking sunless tan. If you desire a darker tan, simply re-apply.
You're in complete control of the depth of tan you wish.

£24.95

Grazia - 'Summer Beauty Award'
Hair Flair & Beauty - ' Best Self Tanning Product'
FEMALE FIRST – “Top Five Self Tanners”

SPORT Daily Tan (236ml)
“Sport” Unisex Daily Tan has been specially formulated for those with an active
lifestyle. “Sport” does not contain a colour guide but does contain two tanning
agents which work with the skin’s own melanin to gradually build a natural looking
tan. Naturally derived tyrosine and hyaluronic acid work to keep the skin
hydrated, toned and moisturised and the super-antioxidant Green Tea helps
combat the free-radicals that can cause premature ageing. This light-weight,
non-greasy formula dries quickly and invisibly on the skin and does not clog
pores.

£14.50

Wash hands thoroughly after use.

Unisex Bronzing Gel Self Tan (148ml)
The ultimate unisex self tan gel for both men and women.
A light weight, fast drying gel that dries upon contact with the skin where the
tanning agents start working immediately to develop in a golden healthy looking
glow. Concentrated antioxidants Vitamin C and E help combat the free radicals
that age skin prematurely. Added moisture hydrates, tones and conditions the
skin and it can be used on both the face and body.
DUNE – “ Fast absorbing and scent free. Ladies and gentlemen welcome to summer”
FABULOUS – “It’s so light, its absorbed in a flash”
PURE BEAUTY AWARDS 2012 NOMINATED "Best Male Grooming"
CELEBS ON SUNDAY - " Overnight the colour turned into a lovely natural golden
brown shade . Very smooth on the skin and easily absorbed - no mess!"

£25.00

